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Abstract-A random choice method IS Introduced for the one-dnnenslonal reactlon-dlffuslon model of 
lammar flame propagatton m premlxed gases The method uses piecewise steady flames to calculate 
the general unsteady flowfields An advantage of this method 1s that the effects of reactlon and dlffuston 
remam coupled The vahdlty of the method IS estabhshed and apphcatrons to time-dependent flame 
propagation are carned out 
1 INTRODUCTION 
We consider the reaction-dlffuslon model for one-dlmenslonal flame propagation i  a premixed 
gas The model equations are a consequence of the conservation of energy and the continuity 
of chemical species Flame fronts are traveling waves connectmg an unburned gas state to the 
correspondmg burned gas states 
The model equations are a special case of the more general system of quasi-linear equations 
d,v + &F(v) = udfv + G(v), (1 1) 
v(x, 0) = f(x), (1 2) 
where v = (v,, , v,), Y = dlag h up) with v, s 0, z = 1, p, and G is the 
vector of source terms When v = 0 and d = 0 Equation (1 1) reduces ;o the system of 
hyperbolic conservation laws 
a,v + &F(v) = 0 (1 3) 
The random choice method was introduced by Ghmm[ 123 for the construction of solutions of 
systems of nonlinear hyperbolic conservation laws This construction was the basis for the 
existence theorem m the large, with restnctlons on the type of systems allowed and on the size 
and vmatlon of the mltlal data The random choice method was developed for hydrodynamics 
by Chorm[3, 41 and further developed by Colella[S], Glaz and Lm[l I], and Sod[22-251 
The numerical method decomposes a general flowfield into normal modes which consist 
of elementary waves for (1 3) and steady waves for (1 1) It is in the same splnt as the method 
developed by Lm[ 14, 151 using boundary-value problems rather than mmal-value problems to 
obtain the steady waves In essence, the method IS the random choice method using piecewise 
steady state profiles rather than plecewlse constant profiles 
Usmg operator sphttmg to treat the chemical reactions and the heat transfer m separate 
steps may result m the violation of the conservation laws This can manifest itself m the form 
of osclllatlons which 1s remedied by choosing the time step small enough so that all changes 
occur gradually This IS often a costly remedy to the problem introduced by operator splitting 
An advantage of our method IS that the effects of the reactlon and dlffuslon remam coupled, 
thus ellmmatmg the problems that can occur with the use of operator spllttmg 
We begin by bnefly descnbmg the random choice method for the system of hyperbohc 
conservation laws (1 3) with initial condltlons (1 2) Dlvlde time mto intervals of length k and 
tThls paper was presented by mvltatton at the Conference on Nonlmear Partial Dtfferentlal @JatlOnS ad Sclentlfk 
Computing at the Mathematical Sciences Research Instltute of the Universxty of Cahfomia at Berkeley, 24-28 January 
1983 
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space into Intervals of length h Gwen the solution u:l which approximates v(A, nk), where 
1 = 0, 21, ?2, and n = 0, 1, 2, , we proceed as follows 
Consider the system of hyperbolic conservation laws (1 3) along with the piecewIse constant 
mltlal data, that IS, constant on intervals of length h, 
vtx, nk) = u:, cz - +< cz + i)” 
This defines a sequence of Rlemann problems If the Courant-Fnednchs-Lewy (CFL) condltlon 
1s satisfied, that IS, 
k&-_ 
h 2A,(V)’ 
for all eigenvalues A,(v), 2 = 1, p, of the Jacobian of F(v), then the waves generated 
by the mdlvldual Rlemann problems, bne for each gnd pomt 1, ~111 not Interact Hence, the 
solution to the different Rlemann problems can be combmed by superposition mto a smgle 
exact solution, denoted by 9(x, t) defined for nk S I G (n + 1)k 
Let <, denote an equldlstnbuted random (or quasi-random) vanable m the interval ( -f, 
$)[4, 5, 23, 251 Define the approximate solution at the next time level by 
u:+’ = ve((l + <,,)h, (n + 1)k) 
If r,, < 0, then u:’ ’ takes the sampled value from the Rlemann problem on the left, while, 
d 5, > 0, then UT+’ takes the sampled value from Rleman problem on the nght 
2 OUTLINE OF THE RANDOM CHOICE METHOD FOR (I I) 
WITH v, = = v,, = " 
Consider the system of Equations (1 1) The homogeneous part of (1 1) IS the system of 
hyperbolic conservation laws (1 3) and m steady state (1 1) reduces to the system of ordmary 
differential equations 
d,F(v) = va,v + G(v) (2 1) 
Given the approximate solution u: for each gnd pomt 1, consider the sequence of two-pomt 
boundary value problems, one for each Interval [zh, (I + I)h], 
&F(V) = vd:v’ + G(P), zh c x =s (I + l)h, (2 2a) 
v”(zh) = u;, 
v’((z + 1)h = u;,,, (2 2c) 
where v:(x) denotes the solution to (2 2) 
Rather than consldermg the Cauchy problem (1 3) with mltlal-condltlon 
v(x, nk) = v:(x), zh < x < (1 + l)h, 
we perturb about the solution of the correspondmg Rlemann problem (1 3) with pIecewIse 
constant lmtlal condltlons 
v(x, nk) = u:+ ,/I, zh<x<(z + l)h, (2 3) 
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where 
w+,/2 = v; (2 4) 
This defines a sequence of Rtemann problems that are centered on the actual gnd pomts th 
If the CFL condmon IS satisfied, the waves generated by the mdtvtdual Rtemann problems 
will not interact Hence, as m Sectton 1, the soluttons can be combmed by superposmon mto 
a single exact solutton, denoted by V(X, t) defined for nk C t S (n + 1)k 
Let &, denote an eqmdrstnbuted random (or quast-random) vanable m the interval (-f, 
9 Define 
u:” = V((l + <,)h, (n + 1)k) (2 5) 
3 THE SCALAR CONSTANT COEFFICIENT LINEAR PROBLEM 
The presence of the dtffusron term m Equatton (1 1) places an addmonal requirement on 
the time step k Thts will be estabhshed using the random walk solutton to the dtffuston equation 
To more clearly see this, consider the scalar, constant coefficient linear advectton drffuston 
equation 
a,v + ca,v = ldfv, (3 1) 
where c and v > 0 are constants The steady state equatton IS a lmear second order ordinary 
differential equation 
a$ - c a,v = 0
V 
The homogeneous part of (3 1) is the scalar conservation law 
a,v + ca,v = 0 
Consider the Rtemann problem defined by Equation (3 3) with mlttal condttron 
(3 2) 
(3 3) 
v(x, nk) = 
u:- ll2l x < lh 
u” 
r+l/23 x > th, 
where u:+ , ,* = v:((z + &)h) and v:(x) 1s the solution of the two-pomt boundary value problem 
(3 2) on the interval [lh, (z + l)h] with boundary condmons v:(zh) = u: and v:((z + 1)h) = 
U:+l 
The unttal dtscontmutty propagates along the charactensttc passmg through the point (Ih, 
nk) If 5, hes to the left of this charactensttc, then u:” = u:-,,~ On the other hand, if r, hes 
to the nght of the charactensttc, then u:+’ = u:, 1,2 (see Fig 1) The charactenstrc intersects 
the lure t = k at the point P, = (rh + ck, k), where by the CFL condmon k S h/21cl The 
random vanable <, hes to the left of the charactenstrc with probabrhty 
h/2 + ck 
h 
(the length 
of the segment c,p, normalized by the length of the interval h) and l, hes to the nght of the 
charactenstlc with probabtlny 
h/2 - ck 
h 
(the length of the segment c) 
One way of viewing the sampling procedure is to constder the dtscrete set {u;+,,~} as a 
concentration at pomts x = (z + 4)h and at time r = nk and consider a random walk To thus 
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Fig 1 Rtemann problem for scalar constant coeffuent hear conservation law 
end, let p(x, t) denote the probability that a particle released at the orlgm at I = 0 reaches the 
h 
point x by time t At time t - k the particle was at x - i or x + t and we have 
h h 
- - tk 
P(& t) = 
2 
fh (3 4) 
By expanding p 
i 
x - t, t - k 
i ( 
and p x + i, t - k m a Taylor senes about the pomt (x, 
t), we obtain 
h 
= p(x, t) - 2 d,p - k&p + T afp + hkd,,p + k’dfp + 
and 
= p(x, t) + g a,p - ka,p + h’ a:p - hkd,,p + k’afp + 
4 
, 
where all of the derlvatlves on the right are evaluated at (x, t) Upon substltutlon into (3 4) 
we obtain 
p(x, t) = p(x, t) - cka,p - ka,p + $ a;p + ck2a,,p + k?afp + 
or 
a,p + ca,p = g a$ + cka,,p + kafp + (3 5) 
h2 
By letting k, h + 0 so that - + v, we see that the higher order terms in (3 5) tend to zero 
8k 
and hence Equation (3 5) reduces to Equation (3 I) Thus we want to choose 
k=!!i 
8v 
(3 6) 
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This time step requirement IS an equahty rather than an mequahty The hmltatlon\ of this 
equahty can be overcome by mterchangmg the role\ of X and h, that IS, If the CFL condltlon 
requires a smaller step size k, then m order that (3 6) remam valid the grid spacing h must be 
reduced In this case the values of u; are mapped onto the new grid by mterpolatlon 
4 APPLICATION TO THE KOLMOGOROFF-PETROUSKY-PISCOUNOFF EQUATION 
For the case of a temperature exphclt reactlon, the planar flame problem IS reduced to a 
scalar equation 
a,v = a$ + g(v) (4 1) 
Spaldmg[24] proposed an algebraic expresslon 
g(v) = pvya - V)‘n, (4 2) 
which approximates the Arrhemus function for large positive n 
Consider Equation (4 1) with g(v) given by (4 2) where a = a = 1 and n = m = 1, 
which 1s called the Kolmogoroff-Petrousky-Plscounoff (KPP) equation (also known as Fisher’s 
equation)[2, 9, 131 
a,v = a;v + v(1 - v) (4 3) 
The KPP Equation (4 3) with mltlal and boundary condltlon 
v(x, 0) = f(x), 
v,--cc, I) = 1, 
v(+m, t) = 0 
yields traveling wave solutions with 0 < v s 1 
Ablowltz and Zeppetella[ 1 ] have found, for a particular wave speed S = 5 /V% and mltlal- 
condltlon 
f(x) = (1 + exp (~/ti))-~, (4 4) 
an explicit traveling wave solution 
v(x, t) = f(x - St) (4 5) 
Furthermore, McKean[20] has shown that the steady-state wave speed IS determined by 
the nature of the mltlal condltlon In particular, for mmal data that decays exponentially ahead 
of the wave, that IS, for 
v(x, 0) = aembx (4 6) 
for x * +x, where a and b are constants, the asymptotic wave speed 1s 
S=b+; 
As a test of the method the mltlal-condltlon (4 4) yleldmg a traveling wave solution with 
speed S = 5/V% was perturbed for v G 5 X 10V6 For v 6 5 X 10e6, f(x) was replaced 
with uembX where b = 127 so that a steady state wave speed (given by (4 7)) of S = 8 should 
be achieved The value of a was chosen so a continuous mitral profile was produced In this 
case a = 3 3359 X 10e5 
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The real line was replaced by the Interval [ - 50, 2001 with a gnd spacing of h = 1 The 
results are deplcted m Fig 2 The mitral profile propagates tothe nght with its ongmal structure 
preserved up to time t = 8 This IS followed by a transltlon penod for 8 < t < 18 where the 
wave profile undergoes a transltlon developing mto the asymptotic profile for t > 18 with 
S=8 
The asymptotic wave speed can be calculated from the relation 
SE +P I v(1 - v) dx -CC 
Figure 3 depicts a S vs r plot for time up to t = 30 
The results show that the numerical method with a relating coarse gnd can accurately 
resolve the effect of a small perturbation i  the mltlal condltlon 
5 OUTLINE OF THE RANDOM CHOICE METHOD FOR (I I) 
WITH GENERAL CONSTANT u 
A problem IS introduced where the values of u,, 
reqmrement (3 6) gives nse to 
, up m v are different The time step 
which 1s lmposslble to satisfy unless different gnd spacings are used for each different value 
OfV,,J = 1,2, , p Without loss of generality, assume that V, c v2 c C vp Let G, 
denote the set of gnd pomts and h, denote the gnd spacing associated with the J th equation m 
Ftg 2 Numerical solution of the KPP equation with uutlal condmons gwen by (4 4) for v > 5 0 x 10m6 and 
(4 6) for v < 5 0 x IO-‘at times I = 0 5, 8, 9, IO , 18 20. 25, and 30 
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5 
Fig 3 Computed wave speed S vs time for the KPP equation wtth uutlal condmon given by (4 4) for 
v > 5 0 x 10m6 and (4 6) for Y G 5 0 x IO‘” 
(1 1) and v,, J = 1, 2, p Let u;, denote the Jth component of u: where the subscnpt I 
denotes the zth grid pomt on’the gnd G,, J = 1, 2, , p 
To advance the solution from u: at time nk to time (n + I)k, the two-point boundary 
value problem (2 2) for the system (2 1) IS solved on the finest gnd G,, with spacmg h,, where 
the other components u,“, , J = 2, 3, p, are evaluated on the gnd G, by Interpolating 
usmg a cubic splme (see Fig 4) Once the’ two-point boundary value problem IS solved, the 
values z4;,+ ,,2 are obtamed as m Section 3 A Rlemann problem IS solved on each gnd G, for 
each component, where necessary values from other gnds are obtained by mterpolatlon from 
the solution of the two-point boundary value problem (see Fig 5) The values u;:’ are obtained 
by sampling where the same equldlstnbuted random variable r, IS used for each gnd G, 
\ 
I 1 
1 
I 
l-2 1-r 
I G 
1 P 
h 
P 
FIN 4 Constrxtlon of two-pomt boundary value problem for general constant v 
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Fig 5 Construction of Rlemann problems for general constant u 
6 APPLICATION TO FLAME PROPAGATION 
The equations descnbmg the combustion of a premixed gas are qmte complicated, and 
pose a formidable challenge These equations consist of the nonlinear eaction-diffusion equa- 
tlons for the conservation of energy and the various chemical species partlclpatmg m the 
exothermlc reaction, which are coupled to the Navler-Stokes equations for the gas m which 
the reaction takes place 
Flame fronts are considered, hydrodynamically as subsomc waves mamtamed by the 
chemical energy released, heat conduction, and the dlffuslon of chemical species, where the 
flame speed 1s much smaller than the sound speed[ lo] To leading order, for smaller Mach 
number, the pressure 1s constant In this case, the density depends only on the temperature 
We shall assume that the density remains constant, thus there IS no thermal expansion A 
consequence of this assumption 1s that the hydrodynamlcal effects can be consldered separately 
from the thermal and chemical effects In particular, we can consider the case where the fluid 
velocity is constant 
In the first example, we assume a simple reaction given by A + B Such a reaction IS 
adequate to descnbe a homogeneous premixed combustible mixture or an overall reaction of 
the form FUEL + OXIDIZER + PRODUCTS m which either the fuel or oxidizer is present 
m very small quantities 
Under these condltlons, the governing equations, m suitably chosen dlmenslonless vm- 
ables, are 
Q2, = pYAemNAfT, 
where p denotes the denstty of the mixture, u denotes the velocity of the gas, YA denotes the 
mass fraction of the reactants A, Le, denotes the Lewis number (the ratio of the thermal 
conductlvrty to the mass dlffuslvlty) of the reactant A, T denotes the temeprature, QA denotes 
the heat released by the reaction, KA denotes the pre-exponentd factor and NA denotes the 
activation energy 
In this form 0 6 YA G 1 and m the absence of external heat To G T C T,, with T, = 1 + To 
We consider an mltlal boundary-value problem on the interval [0, 41, with boundary 
condltlons 
T(0, t) = T,, 
amo, 0 = 0, 
a,T(4, t) = a,y,(4, t) = 0 
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In the first case we choose KA = 2 5 X lo’, N,, = 4, r,, = 0 2, and Le, = 1 The 
numerical method was apphed on the interval [0, 41 with a grid spacmg of h = 0 1 Smce the 
coefficients of the diffusion terms m T and Le, are equal to 1, the time step 1s k = 0 0015125 
Typical temperature profiles are as depicted m Fig 6, where the average flame speed, determined 
by measurmg the distance between temperature profiles and averaging, IS 3 61 
The fuel consumption rate depends on the fuel supply rate as measured by the Lewis 
number Le, and the reactlon rate NA, not Just the reaction rate The fact that smaller diffusion 
coeffklents are associated with higher consumption rates and, therefore, higher flame speeds 
can better be understood by recogmzmg that larger Lewis numbers (smaller dlffuslon coeffl- 
clents) intensify the chemical reactlons[ 171 
In the next case we change the Lewis number to Le, = 16 The purpose of this extreme 
change in the Lewis number is to better observe the predicted increase m flame speed All of 
the other parameters the same as m the first case The temperature profiles (at times corre- 
sponding to those for the first case, m Fig 6) are depicted m Fig 7, where the average flame 
speed 1s 5 7 
We now consider a two step reaction 
m dimensionless form are 
p(&Y, + U&Y,) = 
p(d,T + ud,T) = 
sz, = 
of the form A + B + C The governing equations 
& a,'r, + KAs2, 
B 
$T + QAKAJ?A + 
pYAemNJT, 
- KBQB, 
QBKB~B, 
and 
aB = pYBemNBIT, 
-0.25 , , , , 
, 
, , . , ,. 
--T-T-TT- 
I” 8 ‘1”“I”’ 1 
0.0 
I 
0.5 1 . 0 . 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 
Fig 6 Temperature profiles for sqle-step reactlon wth Le, = 1 
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Fig 7 Temperature profiles for smgle-step reactlon wth Le, = 16 
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1.25- 
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0.0 0.2 0 4 0.6 0.8 1 .o 
Fig 8 Temperature profiles for two-step rextlon wth Le, = Lx = I at time t = 0 005 0 01.0 015, 0 02 
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where p, u, YA, Le,, T, QA, KA, NA are defined as m the smgle-step reactlon, Ys denotes the 
mass fraction of the reactant B, Le, denotes the Lewis number of the reactant B, Qs denotes 
the heat released m the second reaction (B +- C), KS denotes the pre-exponential factor m the 
second reaction, and NB denotes the actlvatlon energy m the second reactlon 
In this form 0 G Y,, YB G 1 and m the absence of external heat T,, G T C T,, with 
T, = 1 + To 
We consider an mmal boundary-value problem on the interval [0, l] with boundary 
condltlons 
T(O, 0 = T,, 
a,yA(o, 0 = &Y,(O, t) = 0, 
a,T(l, t) = a,Y,(l, t) = aXYe(l, t) = 0 
We further assume that all of the heat 1s released m the second reaction (B --, C), so that 
Q,, = 0 This corresponds to Crelghton’s[6] two-step model of a methane air reactlon We 
choose KA = 2 5 x 105, KB = 2 5 X lOlo, NA = NB = 4, Q, = 1, Le, = Le, = 1, and 
To = 0 2 The second reaction 1s so fast that species B will only be present in parts per million 
This example will provide a test of the accuracy m predlctmg trace species B 
The numerical method was apphed with a gnd spacmg h = l/30 Smce the coefficient 
of the diffusion term m T, lx,, and Le, are equal to 1, time step k = 0 000139 Typical 
temperature profiles are depicted m Rg 8, where the average flame speed 1s 36 9 In Fig 9 
Y, x lo6 vs T 1s depicted The results are m excellent agreement with those obtained by Dwyer 
and Otey[8] The relatively small number of gnd points required should be noticed 
In the final example of this section, we consider pulsations m a premlxed plane flame 
There are many phenomena occurrmg simultaneously, so that it is often very difficult to 
determine the cause of a given situation For example, when a flame propagating m a fluid 
becomes unstable, it is not always clear whether the mstablhty mechanism 1s due to the 
lo- 
8- 
6- 
4- 
2- 
0 I I I 0.0 0.2 I 0.4 I 0.6 I I 
0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
Fig 9 Trace species Y, X 10b vs temperature attime I = 0 01 
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Fig 10 Temperature profiles for a pulsatmg flame front 
underlying fluld flow or due to the effects of the combustion process The constant density 
approxlmatlon has an advantage m that the hydrodynamlcal and combustion processes can be 
decoupled 
Several authors[ 16, 18, 191 have demonstrated the existence of a pulsating flame front m 
a gaseous mixture This pulsating front 1s obtained as a bifurcation from a solution representmg 
a uniformly propagating flame front This transltlon has been characterized by a single (blfur- 
cation) parameter which depends on the Lewis number, the activation energy, and the tem- 
peratures m the different states If the Lewis number 1s 1, then no pulsating flame front ~111 
occur 
We consider the system of equations used m the first example of this sectlon for the smgle- 
step reaction, where KA = lOlo, NA = 10, Le, = 2, QA = I, and To = 0 2 The numerical 
method was applied to this problem on the interval [0, 1 31, rather than the interval [0, 41 as 
m the first example The grid spacing for the temperature quation was chosen to be h = 0 01, 
which determines the time step and the grid spacing for Y, Temperature profiles are depicted 
m Fig 10 Figure 11 depicts a plot of T vs t at the flame front The penodlc structure 1s clearly 
vlslble 
7 SOLUTION OF THE TWO-POINT BOUNDARY 
VALUE PROBLEM FOR STEADY FLAMES 
In the present study the global two-pomt boundary value problem code PASVA3 developed 
by Lentml and Pereyra[‘Ll] was used This finite difference algonthm employs a combination 
of automatic variable order (using deferred corrections) and adaptive grid selection This makes 
it possible to treat problems with boundary layers and sharp gradients 
The overhead on such a global method can be prohlbltlve unless an appropnate mmal 
solution estimate is provided To this end a table of S-shaped and gaussian curves correspondmg 
to different reaction rates 1s used as mltlal solutions This provides an efficient algonthm for 
the problems described m Section 6 
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Fig I I Temperature vs time at the front of a pulsating flame 
8 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
It remams to describe how boundary condltlons are implemented Consider a boundary at 
x = 0 with the gas to the right (X > 0) with boundary condmon 
v(0, t) + aa,v(O, t) = h(t), 
where a IS a constant Approximate d, by a centered difference 
UI; + a h", 
with t = nk The gnd point correspondmg to I = - 1 hes outside the physical domam We 
may solve this difference equation for u’!., 
2h 
UT, = u; + -2 u; - h”) (8 1) 
In order to fmd the solution at the next time level at the boundary x = 0, we need to establish 
a left and nght state for the Rlemann problem associated with that point The appropnate two- 
point boundary value problem 1s solved on the Interval -h S x 4 0 with the left boundary 
condltlon given by (8 1) and the appropnate two-pomt boundary value problem IS solved on 
the Interval 0 G x G h From this point we proceed as m Sectlon 2 
If a = 0, the solution is known at x = 0 and a Rlemann problem is not needed at this 
pomt 
Consider the first example m Sectlon 6 where, ratehr than the Interval [0, 41, we choose 
the interval [0, 2 51 The boundary condltlon &T(2 5, t) = 0 physically represents an adlabatlc 
wall at x = 2 5 With this type of boundary condmon, as the flame front approaches the wall, 
it ~111 accelerate due to the presence of an image flame This is observed m Fig 12 which 
depicts typlcal temperature profiles as the flame front approaches the nght boundary 
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-0.25 ’ , , , , ., . . 11, l . . r, 1-r. 
0.0 0.5 1 0 1.5 2.0 2.5 
Rg 13 Temperature profiles for a cold wall (T = To) at x = 2 5 
Another type of boundary 1s the cold wall in which the boundary condltlon downstream 
of the flame IS T(2 5, t) = TO Under these condltlons the flame front should decelerate as it 
approaches the wall due to the coolmg of the flame Combustion ear a cold wall IS pertinent 
to automotive apphcatlons Flame quenchmg can occur on cold cylinder surfaces[7] Figure 
13 depicts typical temperature profiles as the flame front approaches the cold wall at x = 2 5, 
where a deceleration of the flame front IS observed 
9 CONCLUSIONS 
We have presented anumerical method with the capability of accurately descnbmg lammar 
flames, with the assumption of constant density The complexity of the method for a general 
constant v 1s balanced by the overall economy of the method Generahzatlon of the method to 
the case where the density 1s not constant and v depends on the solution v IS straightforward 
and will be described m a forthcommg paper[26] Also m this paper, the extension of this 
method to multldlmenslons will be explained It is felt lhat this method should be useful m 
combustion problems when time dependence 1s important 
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